Strains in periodontal ligament and alveolar bone associated with orthodontic tooth movement analyzed by finite element.
Orthodontic tooth movement (OTM) is achieved by applying an orthodontic force system to the brackets. The (re)modeling processes of the alveolar support structures are triggered by alterations in the stress/strain distribution in the periodontium. According to the classical OTM theories, symmetric zones of compression and tension are present in the periodontium, but these do not consider the complex mechanical properties of the PDL, the alveolar structures' morphology, and the magnitude of the force applied. Human jaws segments obtained from autopsy were microCT-scanned and sample-specific finite element (FE) models were generated. The material behavior of the PDL was considered to be nonlinear and non-symmetric and the alveolar bone was modeled according to its actual morphology. A series of FE-analyzes investigated the influence of the moment-to-force ratio, force magnitude, and chewing forces on the stress/strain in the alveolar support structures and OTM. Stress/strain findings were dependent on alveolar bone's morphology. Because of the nonlinear behavior of the PDL, distinct areas of tension, and compression could not be detected. Secondary load transfer mechanisms were activated and the stress/strain distribution in the periodontium was concealed by occlusal forces. We could not confirm the classical ideas of distinct and symmetrical compressive and tensile areas in the periodontium in relation to different OTM scenarios. Light continuous orthodontics forces will be perceived as intermittent by the periodontium. Because roots and alveolar bone morphology are patient-specific, FE-analysis of orthodontic loading regime should not be based on general models.